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as the dusk falls 
it slowly takes away the power of the sun, 

waiting for another day

as the distant sounds of a freight train slip away 
if you could shut down all the street lights 

you would enjoy the airglow when the night arrives

these moments of silence make you think 
a return to yourself, reflecting on your anima 

reminiscing all the dolor that has passed 
where you came from 

not to look back in anger 
looking onward to the future 

always carrying a little piece with you

as the rain begins to fall 
it is time to head back inside 

light up a little, everything will be alright 
it is time for a lullaby

slip into a vast dream 
like a mirage, a mind twist 

being something you are not in real life or...

awaken suddenly

just let me be





TRPTK proudly uses Sonodore microphones, KEF loudspeakers, Hegel 
amplification, and Furutech cabling and power conditioning at their recording 
and mastering facilities, carefully optimized by Acoustic Matters.

trptk live
With TRPTK Live, we combine the unique character and dynamics of a live 
performance with the quality of a TRPTK studio recording. 

Our aim is to catch that unique spark of magic that arises when artistic 
expression resonates with a live audience. We do so by taking our state-of-the-
art studio recording and mastering equipment right to the heart of music itself: 
the concert venue.

The mix of studio quality immersive surround sound and the pure, emotional 
impact of a live recording works as a catalyst for the performance itself, bringing 
it to new unprecedented heights.

The result is a recording that is raw, uncut, highly transparent, and most of all: 
true to the moment.
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Sonodore RCM-402

Sonodore MPA-502

Furutech Custom Microphone Cables 
Furutech LineFlux XLR 
Furutech NanoFlux NCF

Merging Technologies HAPI

KEF Blade Two 
KEF LS50 Active Balanced

Hegel H30

CAD Ground Control GC3 
Furutech Pure Power 6E NCF 
Furutech Daytona 303E 
Furutech NCF Boosters




